OPERATIONS AND WATER QUALITY COMMITTEE MEETING
SUMMARY MINUTES
Wednesday, July 3, 2019
4:15 PM

ATTENDANCE
Directors: John Weed (Chair), Judy Huang
Staff: Kurt Arends, Dan Stevenson
DISCUSSION TOPIC
1. Introduction - Manager of Operations & Maintenance: Mr. Arends introduced himself to
Directors Huang and Weed as the new Manager of Operations & Maintenance.
2. Standby Power Readiness: Mr. Stevenson gave a presentation on the District's standby
power readiness. It was conveyed that the District will be taking delivery on four new
generators in September 2019. Two of the new generators will replace existing generators
that have reached the end of their service life; and two generators will be new additions to the
current inventory, increasing the total number of portable generators from five to seven.
Director Weed asked about battery backup for emergency lighting and Mr. Stevenson
responded that the District has Uninterruptable Power Supply (UPS) units to provide power
at critical facilities including emergency lighting. Director Weed commented that it might be
better to store portable equipment in a central location and deploy as needed rather than have
them stored at multiple facilities.
Mr. Stevenson explained that considerations for replacing existing larger generators with
additional smaller generators included the ability of staff to move the generators to where
they are needed. Large trucks are required to move the District's current inventory of large
portable generators. Smaller generators can be towed with utility vehicles used by the staff
who are tasked with deploying the portable generators in the field. Additionally, the concept
of operating smaller generators in parallel for increased output provides more flexibility and
sustains power demands for larger facilities. Air regulations are also a driver for retiring the
larger generators as the engines no longer meet permit requirements and are being phased
out.
Mr. Stevenson shared that staff have included in the District's Capital Improvement Program
(CIP) a facility standby power study to evaluate the current generator deployment strategy,
current load capacities and sizing, functionality, standardization, and life-cycle and
replacement costs. The CIP will look to validate current practices and provide
recommendations for optimizing standby power readiness and applications.
Director Weed commented that a vendor at the ACWA Conference displayed a portable
natural gas generator that uses piped natural gas and that staff may consider looking into
natural gas generators. Director Huang expressed concerns of natural gas reliability after an
earthquake.
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Director Huang asked about PG&E's Public Safety Power Shutoff (PSPS)program and how
it might affect ACWD. Mr. Stevenson explained that staff has regular discussions with
PG&E and current! y no ACWD PG&E services are located in a Tier 2 or Tier 3 area as
defined by PG&E and therefore would not be in the PSPS notification program as a result.
PG&E may still shutdown regional power transmission lines, but currently does not have a
notification plan in the event that a transmission line is shutdown.
Director Weed commented that Irvine Ranch Water District implemented battery backup
storage and that staff may consider contacting Irvine Ranch to get more information on
performance and cost justification.
3. Chemical Cleaning and Descaling Services: Mr. Stevenson provided background on a recent
request to the General Manager to approve the advancement of funding for cleaning and
descaling services. The District currently has an existing five year agreement with Delta Tech
Services for approximately $150,000 that was approved by the Board in 2018 at a rate of
$30,000 per year for the first year, beginning August 2018, with four additional one year
options at a rate of $30,000 per year. Staff used approximately $21,000 worth of Delta Tech
services in early 2019 in support of the Newark Desalination Facility shutdown and
membrane replacement project. Staff needs to perform chemical cleaning and descaling work
at the Blending Facility on two of the three static mixers. The cost to clean each static mixer
is approximately $32,000. Staff needs to complete the work on the static mixers as scale
buildup impacts the performance and reliability of the facility. The original intent of the .
existing contract is to clean a single static mixer each year as a general preventive
maintenance (PM) practice. Including the $21,000 already spent at the Desalination Facility
earlier this year, staff requested that the General Manager advance funding in the current
agreement. The total amoµnt staff expects to spend in the first two years of the agreement is
approximately $85,000. Directors Huang and Weed agreed with staff's approach and the
General Manager's decision to advance the funding in order to complete the necessary
cleaning and descaling work.
4. Public Comments: There were no public comments.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Topics discussed by the Committee were informational only and no recommendations were
made.
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